BRANDING
GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

WELCOME TO YOU!
Let's get your brand #infinefettle
Hi!
Welcome to Fettle’s easy guide to getting your amazing brand seen,
known, and loved by new and existing clients.
We’ve pulled together a handy 101 to support your promotion activity,
help develop brand messages and the steps to take to get your
business out there.
We’ll cover off the basics, of course, like social media best practice and
how to grow a community, but we’ll also give you tools you can use to
structure your content and ideas on how to engage your audience.
Ready to get started?
Of course you are!
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FIRST UP...
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First things first… what’s your brand?
Brands. Love them or hate them, they’re a part of all our lives. Companies
like Coca-Cola, McDonalds, Apple and Tesla all have cult followings.
If someone tried to take away these brands from people, it’s not a stretch
to think that there might be riots in response! But a brand is more than a
widespread product, or a recognisable logo.
Brands are founded on a vision. And that vision is what guides your mission
– or your reason for being. If you, as an instructor or a yogi, want to make
the world a better place, that’s your vision.
Your mission is how you’re making that vision happen – you’re making the
world a better place by helping people live healthier, happier lives through
movement.
Now, those things can change and adapt over time, but you should
have a core idea of what your vision is, and your ‘why’ – that is, your
mission. Take some time now to figure out one or two sentences that
capture your vision and mission.

MY MISSION IS:

MY VISION IS:

WHAT DO YOU VALUE?
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A mission is a big, overarching goal. The way you achieve that goal is
broken down into objectives – that’s the ‘what’ part of what you’re
doing.
The next part is the ‘how’ you do it – which are your values. As a fitness
brand, your values might be like ours! These six words define what Fettle is
committed to being:
Flexible
Energetic
Trustworthy
Transparent
Leading-edge
Excellent
Brainstorm 4-6 adjectives that describe your business. Those could be:
helpful, happy, holistic and heart-led, or they might be strong,
determined, empowering and driven. Find what works for you.
MY VALUES ARE:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

KEY MESSAGES
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A key message is something that helps your brand become easily recognised
over time. These messages must always be consistent, and that consistency
builds trust.
Ideally, you’d have one key message to communicate each value that you just
came up with. Let’s take helpful, happy, holistic and heart-led as examples.
Our studio strives to be as helpful as possible. We want you to find what
feels great for your body, and we want to support you in reaching your
goals.
We’re happy people! We’re always looking for the silver lining, and we
know you don’t get rainbows without rain. Our studio is a positive space
that welcomes everyone.
By taking a holistic approach to training, we offer up all our expertise, and
we make it work for you as an individual. That means an empathetic,
tailored approach to your goals, and how we get you there.
Our community of students and teachers comes from the best place of all
– the heart. We’re growing a community that nurtures and nourishes its
members, and we can’t wait for you to join us.
These key messages convey the values of this fantasy brand, and they can be
used as touchpoints for communicating with customers.
They should also inspire your content on social, the web, and your emails!

CONTENT101
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Okay! You’ve got your mission, vision, values, and key messages.
Now we get to the good stuff – that sweet, sweet content. What is content?
So glad you asked!
Content is anything you share under your brand’s name. That can be
pictures on Instagram, tweets, Facebook stories, articles on LinkedIn, videos
on your website, blog posts and more.
What is the main purpose of your content? To add value to your customers!
Huh? One of the most impactful things you can do to grow an engaged,
authentic community is to give away all your secrets.
We know that sounds crazy, but people build trust with brands that want to do
everything they can to help that person get what they need.
How do you help someone get what they need? You add value! We’ve created
a table that shows you what that could look like:

CONTENT EXAMPLES
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Remember, when you’re thinking about the value you add, it can be
helpful to come back to your key messages and your values.
That way, your content stays consistent over time.
A great example of consistent, value-adding content is the Technogym
Instagram page:
This page has a great variety of
value-adding content on it.
They’ve got workouts recorded
in Instagram Live so you can
follow along with the instructor.
Add that to their inspiring
quotes, and curated at-home
sweat sessions, using minimal
equipment...

...you've got a winning
combination!
No matter what their fitness
level is, people can join in
without breaking the bank.
Technogym have added real
value to people's lives.

CONTENT EXAMPLES
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But what do Technogym actually do? They make fitness equipment! Notice
how they add as much value as possible, and only occasionally do they
market their products?
People get turned off by spam – that’s a fact.
If you’re always asking for someone to do something (visit my page, sign up
here, join my email list, buy now!!!) without adding value to them, they’re
going to feel used and unimportant.
You want to do the opposite of that.
Brainstorm some ideas now. How can you add more value to your people?

SOCIAL MEDIA
GUIDE

BACK TO BASICS
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Okay, yes, you might find some of these things a no-brainer, but better to
cover off all the bases than leave you in the lurch! Whenever it comes to
doing social, it helps to remember a few things.
Research and a bit of reflection will get you off to a good start.
If you're thinking 'I should have a Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and an
Instagram page' - ask yourself why.
Does you target audience use those platforms? If so, great! Go ahead.
If you're considering using Snapchat, Pinterest, or TikTok, check to see
that those audiences align with your business.
Being strategic with your platform choice can have real impact on your
sustainable success.
Make sure you make your social media manageable.
Building great social media communities, like regaining or developing
your fitness levels, takes time and consistent effort.
Start with a plan - figure out how many posts you can sustainbly do a
week, and set time aside to make a schedule.
Understand the kind of content your target audience enjoys! Do some
competitor research to see what's getting engagement, and what isn't.
Remember, it's not always a numbers game. Higher engagement from
fewer people is much better than no engagement from lots of people.
Think quality over quantity as you get going.

INSTAGRAM
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The world’s most-used social media site has, at the time of writing, more than 1
billion monthly users! People love the platform – so if you don’t yet have an IG
account, consider it, if it feels right for you and your audience.
People value authenticity and consistency from brands on Instagram, so make
sure you’re staying true to your key messages and values. A social media
calendar can help you plan your posts in advance, and if you’d like to, you can
choose a colour palette to make your grid look coherent.
You can keep things pared down, like Nike:

INSTAGRAM
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Or inject a little more colour and diversity across your posts:

As Instagram is a visual platform, it's important to think about the cohesion
of your posts, and to make sure they all have a common theme running
through them - this helps to make your feed look both polished and
professional!
Now, time to engage with your audience. How do you do this? You got it!
Value added content is king.

INSTAGRAM
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Instagram has lots of ways for you to add content.
You can:
Craft an inspiring caption with a great image
Share workout videos in a carousel (that's multiple images, or videos in
one post that users can swipe through)
Upload live workouts, chats, and AMAs (ask me anything) through IGTV
Use Instagram stories to host polls, invite people to submit questions, and
then respond using stories
...and so much more!
The important thing is to make your use of Instagram something sustainable
and consistent. Upload at regular times, or use a system like Hootsuite (they
offer a free product that's pretty handy), Zoho, or Sprout Social that can
make uploading, writing and sharing content a dream.
These platforms can also be used for other social channels - so you've got all
your marketing activity in one place - which makes getting insight helpful,
too.

FACEBOOK
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Facebook, at its core, is about community and conversation. It's geared up to
show you things you like, from people you're interested in.
However, it can become a bit of a void to begin with (lots of effort, for little
reward), and it can also be tricky to get results organically (without paying
for adverts), but it can still be a key part of your marketing mix.
As with Instagram, do some research. Find community groups that are
relevant to your business, and become actively engaged with those people
by adding value wherever you can.
Support others in their goals, show before and after pictures, positive visual
content, share helpful links, schedule Facebook live workouts, and more.
Invite your friends to like your Page, if you make one, and try to keep your
content fresh and interesting.
Your key messages should be a source of inspiration (nip back to page 5 if
you need a refresher), and they'll also act as touchstones to keep you
consistent.

FACEBOOK
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Here are some great examples of fitness-focused Facebook pages that add
value to, and celebrate their communities:

Keir Burgess Taekwon-Do runs children's classes, and celebrates the 'Little
Tigers' on this page. There's a regular spotlight on student success, and the
audience is engaged, with regular likes, shares, and comments.

FACEBOOK
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Likewise, CrossFit Aberdeen has a strong community vibe that adds value to
members and non-members alike. Their brand is strong and distinct, and
they share workouts, promote clients, and offer a space for people to come
together.
They're also using Facebook's 'shop' functionality, which is a great way to
draw attention to any merchandise or branded gear you're keen to sell
through your business.

Though the image and its execution
are quite simple, these workouts
have become something the
community look forward to doing they're on 190+ workouts and the
#weekendwarriors throw down
regularly.

TWITTER
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Whether you're already sweet on tweets or new to the platform, Twitter is
a little bit like marmite. Some hate it, some love it - and some aren't sure
where to begin. We've got a few tips for the Twitter-curious, to help you
boost your followers and engage with the right people.
Twitter requires serious commitment to be successful. Somewhere
between 4-7 tweets per day is a good posting average, so unlike Instagram
and Facebook, Twitter can be more time consuming.
Visual content is also crucial - adding a picture, video, or a GIF is a great
way to catch user's eyes and hold their attention.
Now, whilst Instagram is set up for hashtags, you've got a limited number
of characters to play with on Twitter, so you can't add multiple hashtags in
the hopes of being seen. One or two well chosen tags are the way to go research your target audience and see what they're tagging as a guide.
Lastly? Engage! As with all social media, Twitter is set up to be engaged
with - so retweet, comment, reply and share with your community,
network, and followers.

OTHER CHANNELS
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As a fitness professional, you know your audience best. You know their likes
and dislikes, you know their preferences and what they're not so keen on.
One thing we can't stress enough is the importance of researching your
target market.
If you're a yogi dedicated to helping office workers ease off after a day in a
desk chair, then maybe try LinkedIn. If you're a passionate Zumba instructor,
TikTok might be a perfect place to interact with your dance crew.
Find what works well for you, and keep this handy checklist on you when
setting up a new social profile so you're consistent and recognisable across
channels.
Are all my profile pictures the same?
Do I have links to my website on every channel?
Do I have a link to my Fettle site on every channel?
Have I completed my biography? Is it roughly the same on all channels?
Are all my opening times the same, if that's relevant?
Am I using the same hashtags and copy to communicate my brand,
consistently?

CONTENT FLOW
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So remember all that content we've been going on about? Well, here's how
you plan a week's worth of the good stuff:
1. Figure out the broad 'themes' of your content.
2. Write up a timetable of posts for the week ahead.
3. Get images for your posts and write your copy to go with each one. If you're using
freely available images, make sure you credit the creator.
4. Tweak that copy for each socia media profile (e.g. short and sweet for Twitter,
extra hashtags for Instagram).
5. Schedule it using a tool like Hootsuite, Zoho, or Sprout Social.
6. Plan in scheduled community management time each week during your working
hours.
What does this look like in practice?
Week 1 - Sample Social Media Calendar
Themes: HIIT Monday, Tabata Tuesday, Team Love Thursday, Slow Down Saturday
Monday: share HIIT workout ideas on all platforms, and demonstrate each exercise
on Facebook Live and your IGTV channels.
Tuesday: post a 'carousel' of images or videos, demonstrating a 15 minute Tabata
home workout. Make a second post explaining some of the benefits of Tabata for
those that haven't tried it.
Thursday: celebrate one of your clients, team members, or colleagues that have made
great progress on their goals with some heartfelt testimonial text. Make sure you get
consent first if you're using before and after pics!
Saturday: encourage your followers to slow down with a pre-recorded meditation
session, some slow stretches, or a mindful quote.
Manage your community during work hours to set healthy boundaries and take the
time to get everything scheduled at once, to avoid the job being bigger than it needs
to be!

HANDY RESOURCES
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Psst! We've got some great resources here for you to use as you get
going...
Scheduling Tools
Hootsuite (https://hootsuite.com/) - free options!
Zoho (http://zoho.com/) - also free!
Sprout Social (https://sproutsocial.com/) - paid options, with a free trial
Creative Tools
Unsplash (https://unsplash.com/) - freely usable images
Canva (https://www.canva.com/) - free, easy to use design software
Animoto (https://animoto.com/) - easy at-home videos
Biteable (https://biteable.com/) - DIY videos and animations
Security Tools
LastPass (https://www.lastpass.com/) - remember just one password,
and stay secure
Have I Been Pwned? (https://haveibeenpwned.com/) - check if you've
had your data hacked
Other Tools
Bitly (https://www.bitly.com/) - link shortening is a dream (and trackable)
Brand24 (https://brand24.com/) - social listening made easy

GET IN TOUCH!
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Team Fettle is here for you. We're passionate
about your business success and we want you to
reach as many of the right people as possible.
If you have a social query, quick question, idea
for a blog post, or just fancy a chat, you can get
in touch with Team Fettle's social media and
marketing person, Eloise.

Happy to act as a sounding board, or riff on some ideas, she's here to make
sure that driving traffic to your Fettle platform is a joy - helping you to help
more people reach their goals of being healthier and happier.
Get in touch, and thanks for reading!

eloise@fettle.io

www.fettle.io

contact@fettle.io

